We formulate a set of consistency conditions appropriate to worldsheet form factors in the massive, integrable but non-relativistic, light-cone gauge fixed AdS 5 ×S 5 string theory. We then perturbatively verify that these conditions hold, at tree level in the near-plane-wave limit and to one loop in the near-flat (Maldacena-Swanson) limit, for a number of specific cases. We further study the form factors in the weakly coupled dual description, verifying that the relevant conditions naturally hold for the oneloop Heisenberg spin-chain. Finally, we note that the near-plane-wave expressions for the form factors, when further expanded in small momentum or, equivalently, large charge density, reproduce the thermodynamic limit of the spin-chain results at leading order.
Introduction
The on-shell properties of massive, integrable, two-dimensional quantum field theories can be completely characterized by their two-particle S-matrix. The exact expression for this S-matrix can in many cases be calculated by making use of unitarity, crossing symmetry and the underlying global symmetries of the theory, see e.g. [1, 2] for reviews. Even more interestingly, knowledge of the S-matrix can also be used to calculate off-shell quantities. For instance, form factors, i.e. the matrix elements of the local operators, O, in the basis of asymptotic in-and out-particle states, out|O(x)|in , (1.1) are largely determined by unitarity, analyticity and-for Lorentz invariant theories-relativistic symmetry. These properties allow for the formulation of a set of consistency conditions, the so-called form factor axioms, which involve the S-matrix. These axioms were first written down by [3] and further developed in many works, e.g. [4] (see [5] for a thorough exposition). From these form factors, one can then further build correlation functions
of the corresponding operators. The correlation functions are expressible as sums of products of form factors by inserting complete sets of scattering states between the operators. We will be interested in the calculation of form factors for the AdS 5 × S 5 string worldsheet theory and we will concentrate on the light-cone gauge fixed version which is a massive integrable theory albeit not Lorentz invariant. A conjectured exact S-matrix, for which there is significant evidence, exists [6] [7] [8] (see the reviews [9] and [10] for an overview and appropriate references). However, the absence of Lorentz invariance and a generally more complicated analytic structure of the theory, means that the relativistic axioms need to be slightly generalized before the usual form factor program can be developed for the AdS 5 × S 5 worldsheet theory. Nonetheless, in spite of this difference the calculation of form factors in sine-Gordon/massive Thirring and sinh-Gordon models provides a very useful guideline. We will thus briefly review the standard form factor bootstrap following in particular [11] [12] [13] , which make clear the connection to the Lagrangian description of the theory, before reviewing the exact S-matrix of the worldsheet integrable model. We will then propose such a set of consistency conditions for the worldsheet form factors which can hopefully be used as a set of axioms for off-shell local operators in the AdS 5 × S 5 theory.
We will check these conditions perturbatively, in various limits, for a number of different configurations. At large values of the effective string tension, √ λ 1, the worldsheet theory is weakly coupled and form factors can be calculated by standard Feynman diagrammatic methods and by using LSZ reduction to relate worldsheet time-ordered correlation functions to asymptotic states. Such perturbative calculations have previously been performed for the tree-level worldsheet S-matrix [14] and here we will use the same method to calculate the tree-level oneand three-particle form factors where the local operator is one of the complex scalar fields of the theory. We then turn to the Maldacena-Swanson or near-flat limit [15] , which can be viewed as a truncation to the sector of excitations which are highly boosted along one of the worldsheet directions. This significantly simplifies the worldsheet theory and the S-matrix has been calculated to one-and two-loop [16, 17] order, which in addition to providing evidence for the conjectured exact S-matrix validates the consistency of this limit. Indeed, in this limit one can even prove factorization of the one-loop three-particle S-matrix [18] , one of the few direct checks of quantum integrability for the worldsheet theory. We will use the near-flat limit to calculate matrix elements of a single complex scalar but extend our calculations to one-loop, where the analytical structure is more non-trivial, and to the case where the operator is a composite of two scalars. At this order we check the analogue of Watson's equations, [19] , and study the behavior of the one-particle poles.
The worldsheet theory is known to posses a rich spectrum of bound states [20] which will give rise to poles in the form factors, however these states cannot be seen in perturbation theory about the trivial vacuum. To gain some insight, we consider the opposite limit of small 't Hooft coupling, λ 1, where the integrable model corresponds to an integrable spin-chain. In the so-called su(2) sector corresponding to the single complex worldsheet scalar, this is just the Heisenberg XXX model. The form factors correspond to the matrix elements of spin-chain operators; the study of such objects, and spin-chain correlation functions in general, is another well developed, though still challenging, area in integrable models (see e.g. [21] ). However, one only needs the relatively pedestrian coordinate Bethe ansatz description of spin-chain states to immediately see that the form factor axioms, including the bound state axiom, hold in this limit for the cases we consider.
For large charge density, or infinite length, a direct comparison can be made between the spectrum of the string theory and that of the Landau-Lifshitz theory describing the long wavelength behavior of the spin-chain [22, 23] . Here we show that by choosing the appropriate light-cone gauge of the near-plane-wave expansion and after making an appropriate field redefinition we can also find a match for the form factors to leading order in a further small momentum ex-pansion. This match is quite analogous to that found between string and one-loop spin-chain energies [24, 25] which suggests that it will fail at sufficiently high order but also that the nontrivial interpolation between weak and strong coupling may be extended off-shell. In summary, our calculations demonstrate the feasibility of applying the form factor program to the string worldsheet theory which should provide a new direction toward a complete solution of the model.
Form Factors

Definition of Form Factors
We start with a generic two-dimensional theory where each external particle is characterized by a two-momentum, p = ( , p), and an internal particle flavor index i. In the worldsheet theory such an index will run over the transverse bosonic and fermionic worldsheet fields of the light-cone gauge fixed theory. Consider any local operator O(x), where the operator is some composite of the fundamental fields and their derivatives located at some point x = (τ, σ). We can define the generalized form factor in terms of the matrix elements between scattering states
Here, the attribute "generalized" refers to two facts, namely that there are particles (or antiparticles) in both external state and that the momenta are not ordered. We will now see that it is sufficient to consider more "specialized" form factors.
For a relativistic theory we can use crossing to relate a generic form factors to matrix elements between the vacuum, |Ω , and a single external n-particle state. While the string worldsheet theory in light-cone gauge is not Lorentz invariant, there nonetheless exists a notion of crossing and so we can similarly focus on the same matrix elements 2) or for operators in momentum spaceÕ(q) = d 2 x e iq·x O(x):
For convenience we have adopted the notations i = {i 1 , . . . , i n } and p i = {p 1 , . . . , p n }. The external states in (2.1)-(2.3) are the conventional scattering states with positive energy wave-functions. However, in the relevant literature, it is customary to associate with the terms "in"-and "out"-scattering states a specific ordering of the momenta. In-scattering states, |p 1 , . . . , p n (in) i 1 ,...,in , are defined as incoming states, |p 1 , . . . , p n i 1 ,...,in , where p 1 > p 2 > · · · > p n and out-scattering states, |p 1 , . . . , p n (out) i 1 ,...,in , as outgoing states, |p n , . . . , p 1 in,...,i 1 , where also p 1 > p 2 > · · · > p n . As it plays an obviously key role in the study of form factors, let us note that the usual two-dimensional scattering matrix can be defined in this notation as
This formula in fact defines the S-matrix for a specific configuration of the particle momenta, it is defined by analytical continuation for other configurations which we discuss in the next section.
We can now finally introduce the auxiliary functions, or form factors, f O i (p i ), defined to be equal to the matrix elements of operators at the origin, O = O(0), for the "in"-ordering of momenta, 5) and extended to all other orderings by analytical continuation. 
Review of Relativistic Case
The analytical properties of the observables such as the S-matrix or form factors are key in properly defining them and, where it is possible, in determining their exact expressions. We will first briefly review the standard Lorentz invariant case, essentially repeating the discussion in [12] , before discussing the AdS 5 × S 5 string case. In a Lorentz invariant theory the S-matrix is naturally be thought of as a complex function of the Lorentz invariants, e.g. s ij = (p i + p j ) 2 with p i and p j the momenta of any two incoming particles with mass m i and m j , respectively. For an integrable theory because there is only elastic scattering the S-matrix will have only two branch cuts 1 , one in the s-channel, that is the kinematical region where s ij > (m i + m j ) 2 , and one in the t-channel where s ij < (m i − m j ) 2 , which gives rise to four distinct regions, see Fig. 1 . The physical s-channel and t-channel regions are labeled by I and II, respectively. For example, for the two-to-two-particle scattering the physical region, i.e. positive energies and real momenta, corresponds to the boundary value of this analytic function
This corresponds to the usual iε-prescription in perturbative calculations. The crossing transformation, which corresponds to the exchange of physical in-and out-waves, is shown by the arrowed line in Fig. 1 , and is given by s ij + iε ↔ t ij − iε, where
As is standard we can introduce the uniformizing parameterization i.e. rapidities, i = m i cosh θ i , p i = m i sinh θ i , and consider the S-matrix as a function of the rapidity difference, θ = |θ i − θ j |. For the integrable theory the S-matrix is now a meromorphic function defined on the strip 0 ≤ Im θ ≤ π. The s-channel cut is mapped to the Im θ = π line and the t-channel cut to the Im θ = 0 line. The crossing relation is now given by the transformation θ ↔ iπ − θ, see Fig. 2 , which acts on the two-particle S-matrix as
where C i 1 j 1 is the charge conjugation matrix involved in the exchange of particles with antiparticles.
The generalized form factors with n particles in a Lorentz invariant theory can also be thought of as analytic functions of the Lorentz invariants s ij and t ij . The boundary value of this function corresponds to the matrix element with all physical incoming particles, and where again the appropriate limit corresponds to the iε-prescription in perturbation theory. Matrix elements with outgoing particles can again be reached by crossing transformations.
As for the scattering amplitudes, the form factors possess branch cuts. Considering the simplest generalized form factor with two external particles both with mass m, it is straightforward to see that there is a branch cut for
while there is no cut in the
That is, unlike for the S-matrix, there is no branch cut in the t-channel. The extension of these relations to general form factors with arbitrary numbers of external particles are known as Watson's equations [19] and play a central role in the theory of form factors in integrable models.
As for the S-matrix, it is convenient to introduce the rapidity variables, θ i , and their differences, θ ij = θ i − θ j , in terms of which the auxiliary functions are defined by 11) and for other configurations by analytical continuation. In terms of the rapidities with θ i > θ j crossing corresponds to θ ij ↔ iπ − θ ij . However, as there is the no cut in the t-channel, this is equivalent to θ ij ↔ iπ + θ ij so that this is also equivalent to
String Worldsheet Theory
We now turn to the AdS 5 × S 5 worldsheet S-matrix. This is by now reasonably standard material and we will follow closely the reviews [9, 10] . In the light-cone gauge fixed theory the fundamental on-shell excitations are the bosonic fields Y = (Y i =1,...,4 ) and Z = (Z i=5,...,8 ), respectively corresponding to transverse excitations in the S 5 and AdS 5 spaces, respectively, and the fermions, ψ, a Majorana-Weyl SO(8) spinors of positive chirality. The symmetry preserved by the vacuum is psu(2|2) 2 R 3 and so each particle, also called a magnon, is characterized by an psu(2|2) 2 index, i = (A,Ȧ) where A,Ȧ = 1, . . . , 4. It useful to replace the momenta, p, of the massive excitations with two variables, x ± , such that
x + x − = e ip , and where g is the coupling (related to the string coupling by g 2 = λ 4π 2 ). 2 The dispersion relation is given by
It is also useful to define a parameter u,
Below we will mostly focus on an su(2) sector of the theory involving a single complex bosonic field Y . The scattering of two such Y -excitations with parameters x ± 1 and x ± 2 is described by the S-matrix 15) where σ(x
2 ) is the so-called dressing phase, first determined by [8, 7] , and the remaining term is the BDS S-matrix [28] .
The magnon dispersion relation is naturally uniformized in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions [29] , 16) where k = −4g 2 < 0. These expressions are naturally defined on the torus with real period 2ω 1 = 4K(k) and imaginary period 2ω 2 = 4iK(1 − k) − 4K(k) with K(k) the elliptic integral of the first kind. The dispersion relation is invariant under shifts of z, the analogue of the relativistic rapidity parameter, by 2ω 1 and 2ω 2 . The real z-axis can be taken to be the physical region as for these values the energy is positive and the momentum real. The x ± parameters are given by 17) such that for real values of z we have |x ± | > 1 and Im(x + ) > 0 while Im(x − ) < 0.
The crossing transformation corresponds to shifting z by half the imaginary period, under which the positive branch of the dispersion transforms into the negative one, i.e.
Also, under crossing the parameters x ± are transformed as:
The crossing transformation implies for the two-body S-matrix that
The matrix C 1 is the charge conjugation matrix acting on the particle with momentum p 1 . It is interesting to consider the limits g → ∞ and g → 0, i.e. strong and weak coupling. Taking g → ∞ while rescaling z → z 2g so that p → p g , the dispersion relation becomes relativistic and z becomes the usual rapidity variable, p = sinh z. The (rescaled) half-periods become ω 1 → 2 log g , and
From which we see that the torus degenerates into the infinite strip with −π ≤ Im(z) ≤ π i.e. twice the usual relativistic strip. As g → 0, which corresponds the one-loop gauge theory, the half-periods become ω 1 → π and ω 2 → 2i log g so that the crossing transformation becomes infinitely large. Another limit which will be important below is the so-called near-flat, or Maldacena-Swanson, limit [15] . This limit corresponds to focusing on the sector of worldsheet excitations with light-cone momenta, p ± = 1 2 (E ± p), which scale as p ± ∼ g ∓1/2 . In this limit 21) which corresponds to the correct limit of the exact dispersion relation, see [15, 17] . Finally, as can be seen from the pole structure of the S-matrix, specifically the BDS part, the theory possesses additional bound states of n magnons. The bound states are most easily described in terms of the n u-parameters,
These n-magnon states have the same dispersion relation as the single magnon but now with
These magnons can also be described in terms of the generalised rapidity parameters, z. For example, in the two-particle bound state there are two families of BPS magnons. Those with momenta below the critical value, |p| < p cr , 3 for which the constituent particles have rapidities satisfying z * 1 = z 2 and those above criticality for which z
The bound states then lie on a closed curve on the rapidity torus, see [30] for a thorough description. In addition, the dressing phase multiplying the BDS part contributes double poles to the S-matrix. These are due to the exchange of pairs of BPS magnons [31] . 3 The critical momenta is given by the formula sin
Form Factor Axioms
Our proposed set of consistency properties for the worldsheet form factors are simple generalizations of the more familiar axioms, as described for example by Smirnov [5] , in relativistic integrable theories. We will thus consider the form factors defined by
as meromorphic functions of the torus parameters, z α , α = 1, . . . , n, of each external particle with the following properties.
• Permutation:
• Periodicity:
• One-particle poles: The form factors have poles in each subchannel corresponding to oneparticle intermediate states goings on-shell, e.g., when
where C i 1 i 2 is the charge conjugation matrix introduced in the previous section.
• Bound state poles: As there are bound states in the worldsheet theory, the form factors will have additional poles, the residues of which are given by form factors with such bound states as external particles. Being somewhat schematic, and for simplicity considering a two-particle bound state in a rank one subsector of the full theory, if there is a pole in the (scalar) S-matrix at values of z 1 and z 2 , that is z 1 and z 2 such that u(
g , where u is the rapidity parameter defined in (2.14), with the residue
then the form factor will also have a pole at the values z 1 and z 2 and
where by the notation z 12 we denote the generalised rapidity parameter for the bound state. For example, a two-particle bound state occurs below the critical momentum, i.e. with both particles having equal real momenta, for u 1,2 = u 0 ± i g , u 0 ∈ R. This corresponds to z * 1 = z 2 and z 2 restricted to a curve such that Im(x + 2 ) = 0 (see [30] for a more complete description of worldsheet bound states).
Perturbative Computation of Form Factors
We will now perturbatively check the above axioms for the string worldsheet theory in various limits. At large effective string tension, √ λ 1, the light-cone worldsheet theory is simply a (slightly complicated) two-dimensional theory of interacting bosons and fermions. For simplicity we restrict to an SU(2) subsector of the theory, that is, we restrict to external states involving a single complex scalar
If there are only Y -particles in the external state this is a closed SU (2) sector and so the mixing problem of states is greatly reduced. However we will also allowȲ -particles, which under crossing are Y -particles in the out-state. The calculation of the form factors is then standard: for a scalar field Y (x) of mass m and asymptotic particles with on-shell incoming momenta p i , i = 1, . . . , n and outgoing momenta p j , j = 1, . . . , m, the LSZ formula relating worldsheet correlation functions to the connected component of asymptotic matrix elements is, in our notations,
where Z i and Z j are the wave-function renormalisation factors and the inverse propagators, ∆
, with two-momenta are taken on-shell: p 0 = (p) = p 2 + m 2 , p 1 = p. Thus we simply need to evaluate the connected, amputated Feynman diagrams following from the string action.
Perturbative Computation in Near-Plane-Wave Model
To find the appropriate vertices an obvious starting point is the near-plane-wave expansion of the full light-cone string action. This can be viewed as a fluctuation expansion about the large-J BMN vacuum or equivalently as a large string tension expansion in the small momentum limit, e.g. see [32, 25, 33] . After gauge fixing the action is
where the length L of the worldsheet is related to the vacuum angular momentum J = √ λJ and the target space energy E = √ λE by
where a is a parameter related to the specific light-cone gauge choice. The Y -part of the Langrangian density is given to quartic order in the fields by 4
While the quartic part of the action is not Lorentz invariant, the quadratic part is and the implied index contractions are performed with the metric of signature (+−). As for the perturbative calculation of the S-matrix [14] , in order to properly define asymptotic states it is necessary to take the decompactification limit L → ∞. The simplest form factors are those for the fundamental field, O(x) = Y (x), itself. Here we will consider the simplest form factors of this operator. The one-particle form factor with a single Y -particle of momentum p 1 in the external state 5 is given by
At tree-level, the wave-function is simply given by the on-shell particle energy, Z(p) = 1 2 . It may in fact be most useful to use the one-particle form factor to set the normalization of the operator by absorbing the wave-function factor thus setting this matrix element to be one. However, we will continue to consider the bare operators at this point.
The tree-level three-particle form factor with oneȲ -particle of momentum p 1 and two Yparticles of momenta p 2 and p 3 in the external state is
where we have introduced the notation p ij... = p i + p j + . . .. At this order most of the properties of the form factors outlined in Sec. 2.4 are trivial. Specifically both the permutation (2.25) and periodicity (2.26) axioms hold with the S-matrix being the identity. Moreover, as the magnon bound states are not observable as small perturbations about the vacuum there are no additional bound state poles. This can be easily seen by expanding the S-matrix and noting that at leading order for the scattering of two particles with momenta p and p there is no pole except at p = p . The reason for this can be seen by examining (2.22) where, in the limit of large g while keeping u fixed, there is no pole except at u 1 = u 2 . The remaining property is that of factorization, or the one-particle pole axiom (2.27). Let us consider the case where p 1 + p 2 → 0 which puts in the propagator on-shell and gives rise to a pole, the residue of which should be Res
where S Y Y (p 2 , p 3 ) is scattering amplitude of two Y -particles and CȲ Y is the matrix element of the charge conjugation matrix relating Y -andȲ -particles. In order to satisfy p 1 + p 2 → 0 we will analytically continue to the the crossed region p 1 → −p 1 and then take p 1 → p 2 . In this limit the residue of the propagator is 2 /[2( 2 p 3 − 3 p 2 )] which combines with the wave-function factors, (4 1 2 ) −1/2 → i/2 2 , and the numerator to reproduce the leading interaction part of two-particle S-matrix, that is the near-plane-wave T-matrix 6 [14] ,
The remaining wave-function factor 1/ √ 2 3 simply gives the one-particle form factor f (p 3 ). Finally, the charge conjugation in this sector is a constant which we take to be CȲ Y = i/2.
While the near-plane-wave action is a natural starting point for perturbative consideration of the form factors it is technically difficult to go beyond tree-level where the analytic structure, and so the form factor axioms, are essentially trivial. We will thus now turn to the so-called near-flat limit [15] . 5 In this limit the rapidity torus has become an infinite strip and we will label the states and form factors by the particle momenta rather than the torus parameter. 6 There is an additional factor of the worldsheet coupling 2π √ λ in front of both the T-matrix and the three-particle form factor that we have not explicitly included.
Perturbative Computation in Near-Flat-Space Model
The near-flat-space limit [15] of the string sigma model on AdS 5 × S 5 is a large radius limit (R 2 ∼ √ λ 1) in combination with a boost of the worldsheet coordinates with parameter λ 1/4 . This does not reduce the number of degrees of freedom compared to the plane-wave model, but it significantly simplifies their interactions by enhancing the derivative couplings for left-movers, ∂ − ∼ λ 1/4 , and suppressing them for right-movers, ∂ + ∼ λ −1/4 , where the light-cone derivatives are
The resulting near-flat-space Lagrangian can be written as [16, 17] 
The usual prefactor √ λ/(2π) of the string Lagrangian has been scaled away and is now present as γ = π/ √ λ in front of the interaction terms. The bosonic fields Y and Z are the same transverse excitations as in the near-plane-wave limit and the eight fermionic degrees of freedom are also described by an SO(8) Majorana-Weyl spinor ψ.
Because the interaction terms contain ∂ − -derivatives but are free from ∂ + -derivatives, it is convenient to quantize the model with the light-cone coordinate σ + considered as time. Thus, the mode expansions of the fields are
11)
Z i (x) = dp − 2π 12) ψ(x) = dp − 2π
from which we read off the tree-level wave-functions, Z Y = Z Z = 1/(2p − ) and Z ψ = 1/2. There are corrections to the wave-functions starting at two loops [17] , but we will not need them here. The free bosonic and fermionic propagators are 14) and the free dispersion relation is 2p + = 1 2p − . Due to this worldsheet light-cone quantization, the component p + has to be interpreted as the energy of the particle and p − as its momentum. This also implies that the form factor axioms of Sec. 2.4 apply with all p's replaced by p − 's. In order to avoid having to write too many ±-subscripts, we introduce the notation
One-field operator
We begin by computing form factors for the fundamental field, O 1 (x) = Y (x). The one-particle form factor is again given by the wave-function Feynman diagrams for three-particle form factor. There are two more one-loop diagrams which are obtained from this one here by permuting the external legs. Depending on which of the external legs corresponds to the anti-particle, not all of those three diagrams give a non-zero contribution to the form factor.
which is known to two loops [17] . In order to check the form factor axioms, however, we need to consider more than one external particle. Due to charge conservation, the next simplest form factor is the one for three external particles, oneȲ , which we take to be the particle with η 1 , and two Y 's with η 2 and η 3 . We compute this form factor perturbatively to one-loop order. The relevant Feynman diagrams are drawn in Fig. 4 . At tree-level we have, in a hopefully transparent notation,
At one-loop, the form factor is essentially a sum of bubble diagrams through which different combinations of the momenta of the external particles flow. The bubble is then connected by a propagator transferring the total momentum to the operator. The particles in the loop are not restricted to the SU(2) sector, but can be any Y i , Z i , or ψ. Summing up all those possibilities, we find 7 18) where B(η ij ) is the bubble integral evaluated for the sum of two on-shell momenta, p i + p j , generally defined as
After expressing the ξ-components of the momenta by the η-components using the mass-shell condition, the bubble integral depends on η i and η j separately and not just on their sum. Moreover, determined by the iε-prescription, it evaluates to different expressions in different kinematical regions. If the loop integral is evaluated using the residue theorem, then this effect can be traced back to the fact that poles move in and out of the integration contour depending on the signs η i and η j and also on their relative sign. The result is
Note, however, that despite its complicated appearance, this formula is nonetheless symmetric in η 1 and η 2 , which we can make manifest by writing it as
The bubble integral had to be symmetric, because there is nothing that distinguishes the two momenta. As a consequence, also the matrix element, Ω|O a † Y
Recall that the form factor is actually defined, in (2.5), for an in-scattering state, i.e. we should assume η 1 > η 2 > η 3 > 0 in the case at hand and work with the functional form of f (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ) computed in this particular kinematical region. Then, we define f outside of this region by analytic continuation, rather than by the result of the Feynman diagram computation. This now boils down to choosing one of the three forms of the bubble in (3.20) and using it for all values of the η's. To be precise, we replace B(η 12 ) → B(η 1 , η 2 ), B(η 13 ) → B(η 1 , η 3 ), and B(η 23 ) → B(η 2 , η 3 ) in (3.18) and then always use the third line in (3.20) no matter what the relative signs of the momenta are that we plug into f . This analytically continued function is what we will mean when we write f (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ) in the following and this function is no longer symmetric in η 2 and η 3 .
Permutation. We will now see how the permutation property (2.25) comes about. Let us first consider the permutation of the two Y particles, i.e. those with momenta η 2 and η 3 . This is simpler than, say, the permutation ofȲ (η 1 ) and Y (η 2 ), because two Y particles cannot scatter into any other particle species and, therefore, there will be only one term on the right hand side of (2.25).
Let us compute ∆f (1) 
The only non-symmetric term is the bubble integral B(η 2 , η 3 ), for which we have B(η 3 , η 2 ) − B(η 2 , η 3 ) = η 2 η 3 / η 2 2 − η 2 3 , and thus
We have written ∆f (1) in a form, where we can recognize it as the product of the tree-level form factor, f (0) (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ), and the tree-level (order γ) piece, S
Y Y (η 2 , η 3 ), of the S-matrix for the scattering of two Y -particles (see App. A)
Thus, we have obtained
to this equation, we have verified the permutation property
up to one-loop level.
Next, we briefly look at the slightly more complicated case of permutingȲ (η 1 ) and Y (η 2 ). The permuted (or analytically continued) form factor f (η 2 ,η 1 , η 3 ) ≡ f YȲ Y (η 2 , η 1 , η 3 ) is predicted to be equal to the sum of form factors f X 1 X 2 Y (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ), where X 1 and X 2 are particles into whichȲ and Y can scatter, times the corresponding S-matrix elements. Expressing this statement using SU(2|2) 2 index notation (see App. A), we have
Picking out the terms of order γ 2 , this becomes with the coefficients
To compute the right hand side of (3.27), we thus need to know the tree-level three-particle form factors with the particles in (3.28) having momenta η 1 and η 2 , respectively, and a third particle Y of momentum η 3 . These form factors are given by 
where the first one is nothing but (3.17). Finally, we are in the position to verify (3.27) . Summing the products of the tree-level form factors and the S-matrix elements collected above, we find that the right hand side evaluates to
We also see that this is equal to the left hand side by noting that the asymmetry of the expression (3.18) in η 1 ↔ η 2 stems solely from the bubble B(η 1 , η 2 ). Using B(η 2 ,
is precisely given by (3.35).
Periodicity. For the current case, the periodicity property (2.26) reads
Combining it with the permutation property, we can also write this equation as f (η 1 e 2πi , η 2 , η 3 ) = f (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 )S(η 1 , η 2 )S(η 1 , η 3 ), where matrix indices have been suppressed. The relation (3.36) at one-loop order is again due to a property of the bubble integral. Because of the way we defined the form factor above, the third line in (3.20) applies and it follows that
We see that inserting η 1 e 2πi in place of η 1 yields the same change of f (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ) as changing the relative signs of η 1 and η 2 , and of η 1 and η 3 , keeping the relative sign of η 2 and η 3 fixed. In formulas, this is 38) or simply (3.36).
One-particle pole. The three-particle form factor has a pole where the anti-particleȲ (η 1 ) cancels out one of the particles, say, Y (η 2 ), i.e. when the sums of their energies and their momenta vanish, p 1 + p 2 = 0, and the internal propagator goes on-shell. The residue of this pole is then related to the one-particle form factor for this operator and the appropriate S-matrix element by the same equation, (3.8), discussed in the near-plane-wave case in Sec. 3.1. Now, however, we will be able to verify this axiom also at one-loop level.
The residue of the propagator in light-cone variables is Res
, so that the residue of the tree-level and one-loop form factors are
Res Using the explicit expression for the bubble integral, its analytic continuation, and its limit for vanishing momentum,
respectively, we can simplify the one-loop residue to
The residue is supposed to be equal to 2iCȲ Y f (η 3 ) (1−S Y Y (η 3 , η 2 )). Expanding the S-matrix for YY-scattering, S 0 (A + B) 2 (see App. A) to order γ 2 , we find As this expression starts at order γ, we only need the zeroth order term of the form factor f (η 3 ) which is given by 1/ √ 2η 3 . Taking this factor as well as the factor 2iCȲ Y = −1 into account, we see that the four terms of (3.43) match the tree-level and the three terms of the one-loop form factor perfectly. Bound states. The bound state poles of the exact form factors cannot be seen in perturbation theory about the trivial vacuum. As for the near-plane-wave expansion, examination of the explicit one-loop S-matrix reveals that there are no additional poles for complex momenta.
Two-field operator
We also compute a couple of one-loop form factors for the simplest composite operator, namely
, and verify that the axioms are satisfied.
Two-particle form factor. The Feynman diagrams for the form factor of O 2 with |Y Y as the external state are drawn in Fig. 5 . At tree level, the result is just the product of the wave-functions 44) and at one loop, we find the bubble integral with some numerator factors due to derivative couplings
The verification of the axiom follows the same reasoning as above.
Four-particle form factor. We have drawn the Feynman diagrams for the form factor of O 2 with |Ȳ Y Y Y as the external state in Fig. 6 . At tree-level, all diagrams contain one propagator that transfers the momentum of three of the in-coming particles to one of the fields in the operator while the remaining one only contributes its wave-function
At one loop, there are four types of diagrams which, taking the combinatorics into account, produce quite a large number of terms. As there are 6 fields involved-two in the operator and four in the external state-the Feynman diagram are the same as encountered in the 3-particle S-matrix computation in [18] , except that here not all external lines are on-shell. The sum of the diagrams of type Fig. 6 (e) vanishes. This is the same cancellation as the one for the one-loop correction to the propagator. Diagrams of types reduced to propagators and bubbles using the cutting rule [34] . The final result is 
And again, the discontinuities of the bubble integrals give rise to the characteristic form factor properties.
Perturbative Computation at Weak Coupling
At weak 't Hooft coupling, the AdS/CFT dual of string energies are the perturbative planar anomalous dimensions of gauge invariant operators, which can be calculated by means of an integrable spin-chain e.g. [35] . Although the spin-chain model is still integrable, it is not only non-relativistic, but it is also a discrete system. It is thus interesting to check the form factor consistency conditions in this completely different regime and moreover to investigate whether the relation between strings and spin-chains can be generically continued off-shell. The computation of integrable spin-chain form factors is well developed subject making use of techniques such as algebraic Bethe ansatz, the axiomatic q-deformed Knizhnik-Zamolochikov approach and quantum inverse scattering, see [21, 36] or for more recent reviews [37] . The use of algebraic Bethe ansatz methods for the calculation of spin-chain form factors in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence has previously been considered [38] with the goal of calculating planar gauge theory structure contexts. Building on this older work, see also [39] , there has been recent progress in the problem making use of the integrable spin-chain description to calculate structure constants at weak coupling and indeed matching with strong coupling [40] . However, with the comparison to the worldsheet computations of the previous section in mind, a more direct approach based on the coordinate Bethe ansatz is sufficient. We will in fact even find explicit agreement between the string and spin-chain calculations in the thermodynamic limit (see Sec. 5.3). A priori, because of the different orders in which the limits on the gauge and string theory side are taken, this did not have to occur. It is very likely related to the agreement found in the computation of the one-and two-loop spectrum in the near-BMN limit [24, 25] and, as in that case, a more general matching will require exact results going beyond the scope of this work. 8 Just as on the string theory side, we focus on the SU(2) sector. In this sector, the one-loop dilatation generator of N = 4 SYM is given by the Heisenberg s = 1 2 spin-chain Hamiltonian [35] 
acting on a periodically identified spin-chain of length L. The ground state of zero energy is given by |0 = |↑↑ · · · ↑ . Spins are flipped by acting with the lowering operator S − and we denote the states in the "coordinate basis" by |x 1 , x 2 , . . . = S −,x 1 S −,x 2 · · · |0 . The energy eigenstates are roughly the Fourier transformation of these states, rendering each flipped spin into a magnon with a momentum:
It would be precisely a Fourier transformation if the wave-function χ(p 1 , p 2 , . . .) x 1 ,x 2 ,... was given by j e ip j x j and the summation over the x j ranged from 1 to L without constraint. The actual eigenstates have the same structure, except that the portions of the wave functions that correspond to different orderings of the x j are normalized differently. For instance, for the two-magnon state, the wave functions is
where S(p 2 , p 1 ) has the interpretation of the S-"matrix" for the scattering of the magnons on the spin-chain. It is given by
and satisfies S(p 1 , p 2 ) = 1/S(p 2 , p 1 ). For more than two magnons, the wave-function is a sum of as many terms as there are permutations of the momenta and each term is multiplied by a product of (two-magnon) S-matrices corresponding to the transpositions that are necessary to convert the ordered list of momenta into that particular permutation. It is not necessary but common to normalize the states such that the term in which p j goes with x j has no factor besides the exponential. The states (4.2) with a wave-function of the form (4.3) are called Bethe states. They are energy eigenstates of the finite-L spin-chain if and only if the momenta satisfy the Bethe equations
Taking the product of these equations yields exp [i(
Properties of Spin-Chain Form Factors.
In complete analogy to continuous models, a spin-chain form factor is the matrix element of an operator action on a specific site, or a few neighboring sites, taken between Bethe states 6) where the subscript x indicates the first site on which the operator acts. The x-dependence is again universal and can be found by using the shift operator U (x), which shifts all spins by x sites to the right. The actions of O x and O 1 are then related by
The external states, (4.2), are eigenstates of U (x) with eigenvalue e iptotx . So, we can evaluate the U 's on the external states and find
This is the same x-dependence as in (2.1). To obtain literally matching expressions, we should define the spin-chain form factor F O for the operator acting on site 0 ≡ L, but this is less natural for the spin-chain.
Permutation. In the spin-chain context, the permutation property (2.25) of the form factor, is a direct consequence of the properties of the Bethe states (4.2). The fact that the Bethe states acquire factors of the S-matrix when the momenta are permuted is inherited from the fact that the parts of the wave-function with different relative orderings of the momenta have different weights, as discussed above. For example, in the two-magnon case, we can compute
where we used that S(p 1 , p 2 ) and S(p 2 , p 1 ) are inverses of each other. This implies the permutation property
For more than two magnons, the state will acquire as many S-matrix factors as necessary to convert the two orderings into each other. This is precisely the permutation property (2.25).
Periodicity and one-particle poles. On the spin-chain side of the duality, where the 't Hooft coupling is small, one period of the rapidity torus becomes infinite and the periodicity property (2.26) becomes invisible. Similarly it is not possible to go to the crossed channel such that the one-particle poles are not apparent 9 .
Bound States. One of most interesting aspects of the spin-chain limit is the abililty to study the parameter space where bound states exist so that the bound state condition (2.28) can be checked. Two-magnon bound states of the Heisenberg spin-chain are solutions of the Bethe equation of the formp
Without loss of generality, we assume that ∆p > 0. Solutions of this kind are very easy to find analytically in the thermodynamic limit, L → ∞, as they correspond to poles of the S-matrix S(p 2 , p 1 ). The wave-function of the bound state has the same form as for real solutions, (4.3), but acquires qualitatively different features. Firstly, the second term dominates over the first, and in the large L limit, the wave-function should, in fact, be "re-normalized" such that it remains finite. This essentially amounts to taking the residue of the wave-function. Secondly, the dominant wave function,
has an oscillatory part centered at the mean value of x 1 and x 2 and is damped for large distances x 2 − x 1 , where we recall that the sum is over terms with x 1 < x 2 . Given that the bound state wave-function is just the universal wave-function evaluated on the bound state momenta
the bound state axiom of the form factor (2.28), is again really a property of the Bethe states
Examples
In this subsection, we compute some form factors in the spin-chain setting. As always, the simplest form factor is the one for the fundamental operator, here S + , and the one-particle state. It is given by
(4.14)
Similarly, the r-magnon wave-functions can be extracted by a spin-operator of range r as
This formula also holds if the spin operators do not act on adjacent sites. These are essentially all the form factors with the out-state being the vacuum chain. That is because of charge conservation the number of raising operators in the operator needs to agree with the number of magnons in the in-state for the result to be non-zero. If there were anti-particle excitations, then one could have S − 's in the operator or S + excitations in the in-state. The next simplest form factor is given by ψ(p 1 )|S +,x |ψ(p 2 , p 3 ) which we will compute now and then compare to the string theory result from Sec. 3.1 in Sec. 5.3. By definition, it is given by
Using the fact that x 2 = x 3 , we have
so that
Focusing on the x = 1 case, the second sum does not contribute. Inserting the explicit form of the wave functions, we have 19) where the last line compensates for the x 3 = 1 terms in the sums which were not present in the previous formula. The sums look like δ-functions in the momenta and a rough interpretation of the three terms in a field theory language would be as follows. The first sum represent disconnected diagrams where particle 3 emerges as particle 1 in the out states, the second sum is the analog of the first for particle 2, and the third term represents the connected diagrams. This interpretation would be exactly right if the momenta were quantized as p i = 2πn i /L for integers n i 's. This is the case for the momentum p 1 of the magnon in the single-particle state, but not for p 2 and p 3 . The actual quantization of the momenta p 2 and p 3 in the two-particle state is determined by the Bethe equations (4.5). Solving them iteratively for large L, we find
Now we can verify explicitly, that the sums in (4.19) produce Kronecker-deltas in the mode numbers at leading order in 1/L, but that they also give a subleading contribution when the mode numbers differ from each other, e.g.
for n 1 = n 3 .
(4.21)
The upshot is that also the sum-terms in (4.19) contain connected diagrams at a higher order in 1/L. Now, we have three contributions
If all mode numbers are different, we obtain the connected piece of the form factor
We will derive the same expression from the string theory result (5.17) in Sec. 5.3. For a sensible comparison, we also have to divide by the norms of external states, however, to the order considered, these norms can be approximated by ||ψ(p 1 )|| = √ L and ||ψ(p 2 , p 3 )|| ≈ L and will thus not contribute any momentum dependence.
Relation between Spins and Strings
In the study of the spectral problem, it was shown [22] that the Landau-Lifshitz action describing the low-energy excitations about the ferromagnetic vacuum of the Heisenberg XXX spin-chain can be matched to the string action in the fast string limit, where one considers large charge strings, J → ∞, and then expands to leading order inλ = λ/J 2 . This was extended in part to higher orders inλ in subsequent works [23, 42] . As this simply reduces the string model to an alternative description of the spin-chain, it guarantees a matching of of all quantities, including those off-shell, at this order. Nonetheless it is useful to see how this explicitly works for the form factors and for the specific light-cone gauge choices on the worldsheet.
Mapping between Spin-Chain and Worldsheet Operators
In this subsection, we will recall the dictionary between spin-chain and worldsheet fields. We again focus on the subsector described by the Heisenberg SU(2) spin-chain and strings restricted to a R × S 3 subspace. The naive mapping would simply identify the spin raising operator,
√ 2 (maybe up to a multiplicative constant). However, the actual mapping is non-linear and this naive map is only the leading term in a series expansion. One way to find the first subleading terms is to use the Landau Lifshitz model (non-relativistic sigma model on S 2 ), which is both the low energy effective field theory of the Heisenberg spin-chain and the sector of fast-moving strings on R × S 3 .
In the Landau-Lifshitz description of the spin-chain, see e.g. [43] , the spin operators S x , acting on site x = 1, . . . , L, are replaced by their time-dependent expectation values in a coherent state, |n(τ ) , given by a unit 3-vector field n(τ, σ) on a circle σ ∈ S 1 according to
This becomes the Landau-Lifshitz field in the infinite volume, L → ∞, limit and the link to the worldsheet field Y is found by comparing the two parametrizations of the three-sphere that are used in the different contexts. In the string sigma model, the three-sphere is parametrized by
T and ϕ as
where X 2 1 + . . . + X 2 4 = 1 are embedding coordinates. To make contact with the Landau-Lifshitz model, a Hopf parametrization of the three-sphere is used [22, 23] 
where u 1 and u 2 are complex and subject to the constraint |u 1 | 2 + |u 2 | 2 = 1. The angle α is real and introduces a gauge freedom which allows us to choose the phase of the vector u = (u 1 , u 2 ) T arbitrarily. The vector n is related to these coordinates by
Note that the phase of u drops out when we go to n, so the relationship between n and Y will not depend on this gauge freedom. From the above formulas, if follows that
where we have denote the map from the operator to the expectation value by= and S − is the complex conjugate of this. The expansion in powers of the field reads 6) and displays the first correction to the naive dictionary which we are going to use in Sec. 5.3.
Mapping between Landau-Lifshitz and Near-Plane-Wave Model
The relation between the variables, S ± , n ± , and Y , of the spin-chain, the Landau-Lifshitz model, and the near-plane-wave description of the SU(2) sector goes beyond this kinematical relationship and also holds at the dynamical level as shown in [22] . To see this correspondence for the light-cone gauge fixing used in the pertrubative calculation Sec. 3.1 we need to know the appropriate gauge (value of the gauge parameter a) and, relatedly, the mapping between the spin-chain and the worldsheet lengths. In terms of the field n(τ, σ), the coherent state variable representing the spin-chain state in the thermodynamic limit, the Landau-Lifshitz action is given by [43] 
where we preferred to write the Wess-Zumino term in a local form at the expense of breaking manifest SO(3) invariance. The third component, n 3 , is not an independent field, but rather given by n 3 = 1 − n 2 1 − n 2 2 . We can introduce the complex field φ = 1 2 (n 1 + in 2 ), which corresponds to the spin-operator S + . The action in terms of this field reads 10
Next, we will show that this action can also be obtained from the string action in the nearplane-wave limit by a number of redefinitions, which is essentially a simplified version of the relation given in [22, 23] . This matching will work in the a = 1 gauge and only in this gauge.
Starting from the action in (3.5), we convert to the fields y defined by Y = y e −iτ . Separating off the phase factor allows us to concentrate on fast moving strings. By computing
we see that this both removes the mass term and introduces first order time-derivatives. In order to take the fast spinning string limit, we rescaling the time coordinate τ by a parameter κ and the space coordinate σ by √ κ, expand in κ → ∞, and keep only the terms up to κ −1 .
This amounts to discarding all terms with more then one τ -and more than two σ-derivatives and leaves us with the non-relativistic action
10 It is possible and sometimes more convenient to bring the kinetic term into the standard form by working with a fieldφ that is related to φ by φ =φ 1 − |φ| 2 1/2 . Another nice feature is that the action in terms ofφ will not have any interaction terms with time-derivatives.
There are no terms of order κ 0 . This is already quite similar to (5.8) but as is expected from (5.5), we need a non-linear field redefinition. In fact, by identifying S + with φ, inserting y e −iτ for Y , and fixing ϕ to τ , (5.5) can tell us precisely the required redefinition, namely
We have truncated the series after the second term as this is sufficient to determine the action up to and including quartic interactions:
Expanding out the Landau-Lifshitz action (5.8) to the same order, we observe agreement between the two models for
where also a rescaling of the σ-coordinate such that ∂ σ → √ 2 ∂ σ was necessary. This computation shows that when off-shell, gauge-dependent, quantities are supposed to be compared between the worldsheet and spin-chain descriptions, then it is most convenient to work in the a = 1 gauge.
In fact, we can see that this gauge provides the most direct natural relation between the length of the worldsheet and the length of the spin-chain. According to (3.4) , in this gauge, the length of the worldsheet is given by to the string energy, L = 2πE. The string energy is in turn given by the energy of the vacuum, given by the R-charge J, plus the sum of the fluctuation frequencies
. For large J the energy is thus equal to J plus the number of excitations, M . And indeed, the spin-chain length is the sum of the up-spins J plus the number of down-spins M .
Matching Form Factors at Strong and Weak Coupling
While the matching of the actions ensures that the near-plane-wave form factor will match the spin-chain result in the appropriate limit is also useful to see how this occurs explicitly. To this end, we will show how (4.25) is reproduced from the string theory in the a = 1 gauge using the map (5.6). Starting from the tree-level three-particle form factor in (3.7), we first go to the crossed channel by sending p 1 → −p 1 :
Next, setting p i = 2πn i /L and expanding for large L, we find at leading order p 1 |Y |p 2 , p 3 = 1 2 √ 2 n 1 (n 2 + n 3 − n 1 ) + 3n 2 n 3 (n 1 − n 2 )(n 1 − n 3 ) ,
where we also set a = 1. This expression already has the same poles as (4.25), but the numerator still disagrees. However, if we add to this the string theory tree-level form factor 16) with the coefficients predicted by (5.6), we do obtain
Y YȲ |p 2 , p 3 = 2 n 1 (n 2 + n 3 − n 1 ) (n 1 − n 2 )(n 1 − n 3 ) , (5.17) in agreement with the spin-chain result. This is quite analogous the matching found between the near-plane-wave and the one-loop spin-chain energies [24, 25] and, as was found in that case, we expect it to fail at some sufficiently high order in the momentum expansion.
Conclusions and Outlook
We have formulated a set of consistency conditions for the form factors in the light-cone gauge fixed worldsheet theory for strings in AdS 5 × S 5 : a two-dimensional, massive, integrable, nonrelativistic field theory. These conditions are a straightforward generalization of Smirnov's axioms for relativistic theories, the main difference being that the worldsheet form factors depend on individual momenta whereas in the relativistic case, they are naturally functions of rapidity differences only. Focusing on an SU(2) sector and working at tree-level in the near-plane-wave limit and up to one-loop in the near-flat-space limit, we computed the form factors for a single field, O = Y , and for the simplest composite operator, O = 1 2 : Y 2 :, with various numbers of external particles in order to verify the proposed axioms. We also discussed the weak 't Hooft coupling or spin-chain limit of the worldsheet theory. Form factors for the Heisenberg spin-chain, as a consequence of similar properties of the Bethe states, quite naturally satisfy the same axioms although the spin-chain, being a lattice model, looks a priori quite different from the continuous worldsheet theory.
Form factors are off-shell and gauge dependent quantities and therefore non-trivial to compare between string and spin-chain description. We demonstrated the non-linear map between worldsheet fields and spin-chain operators in an SU(2) sector necessary to match the form factors on the two sides. We also showed that in the a = 1 light-cone gauge, it is possible to compute the thermodynamic limit of the spin-chain form factors directly from the small momentum limit of the worldsheet theory. That being said, it is not expected that this match between one-loop gauge theory and string theory will persist to arbitrarily high order. But even if the quantitative relationship ceases to exist, this discussion emphasized how the form factors on the two sides and their computation are related on a conceptual level. Of course it would be very interesting to go beyond this limit and find an expression for the form factors which interpolated between weak and strong coupling.
One possibility is to try to solve the proposed axioms directly. While the more general momentum dependence makes this task much harder than in the case of relativistic models, we still expect that the general strategy [3, 5] may be applicable. An important example should be the two-particle form factor f O (z 1 , z 2 ), which satisfies the functional equations
where the S(z 1 , z 2 ) is the exact S-matrix in the su(2) sector including the BES dressing phase (2.15). We also expect that the structure of the form factors splits, similar to the relativistic case, in a part that is characteristic of the operator, a part that is characteristic of the external state, and a normalization. The perturbative calculations in this work should provide boundary conditions to the solution of these equations: helping to identify a solution with a given operator and fixing the normalization. It would of course be natural to consider more general local operators, e.g. containing more fields, other flavors, derivatives or fermions. It is likely that a study of psu(2|2) 2 R 3 symmetries of the vacuum acting on the form factors will provide various relations between the varied form factors. Another possibility, though one that is challenging with our current understanding, is to try to generalize the off-shell Bethe ansatz methods [44] to capture the vectorial aspects of the form factors. Of course perhaps the most interesting extension would be to exponential operators which are likely appropriate for string vertex operators. This would be a way to try to make contact to the calculation of holographic correlation functions, in particular to the case involving two heavy and one light string, the semiclassical computation of which was recently initiated in [45] .
In fact, it would be interesting to attempt a semiclassical analysis of the form factors of the worldsheet theory more generally, as this may give more insight into their exact expressions. Such semiclassical methods have been been previously developed for relativistic theories [46] , where for a scalar field theory with a potential, V (φ), such that is has kink solutions φ cl (σ) the expectation value of a fundamental field between asymptotic kink states of mass M and momenta p 1 and p 2 is given by,
This equation is expected to hold to leading order in the coupling λ, where the kink mass is very large, scaling as M ∼ 1 λ , and the kink rapidities are very small θ 1,2 ∼ λ. It may be worthwhile to find the generalization of this formula to the light-cone worldsheet theory as it does seem suggestive of the semiclassical heavy-heavy-light calculations.
